Abstract-In this paper, two cooperative guidance laws based on two-point boundary value are designed to deal with the problem of cooperative encirclement and simultaneous attack under condition of both known target acceleration and unknown target acceleration. The only requirement for the multi-attacker communication network is that it contains a directed spanning tree. The guidance laws can function properly as long as at least one attacker can observed the target. The acceleration components along the attacker-target line of sight in the novel guidance laws can reduce the relative remaining distance between each of the attackers and the target at the same speed, thus completing simultaneous attack and avoiding the calculation of the remaining time. The components of the guidance laws perpendicular to the attacker-target line of sight can make the normal overload of relative motion zero, so that the trajectory will be smooth and the collision problem within the attacker can be avoided. Simulation results verified the practicability of the novel guidance laws.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the problem of multiple low-speed attackers simultaneously attacking a high-speed moving target has become a research hot spot in [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . With the research of multi-agent consistency control methods in [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , the guidance law design of multi-attackers simultaneously attacking a moving target emerges in endlessly, but it is too theoretical to consider practical problems, such as internal collision of attackers before attacking a target in [11] , and multi-attackers can satisfy the optimal cost function, but the trajectory is too curved to apply to the actual situation. Even though the design of the attackers' guidance laws can make the relative motion states of the attacker-target consistent, it can not guarantee accurate attack. In addition to the method of multi-agent consistency, some researchers use the idea of attacker-target relative motion remaining time consistency to design the guidance law in [12] , [13] , but the remaining time can only be estimated according to the future state, and the maneuvering target can not be accurately estimated, so the current remaining time method can only deal with stationary or slowly varying average velocity targets in [14] .
Based on the two-point boundary value in [15] and Hamilton optimization method, this paper designs distributed cooperative guidance laws for multiple low-speed attackers to encircle and attack a high-speed moving target simultaneously. The two-point boundary value is used to determine the initial and final states of the relative motion between the attackers and the target, while Hamilton optimization makes the state of the relative motion between the attacker and the target converge to the expected value in [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] . In these guidance laws, the relative motion of the attackertarget is decomposed into two sub-motions along the attackertarget line of sight (LOS) and perpendicular to the LOS in [20] , [21] . In this paper, relative motion is used instead of each state to guide, so as to avoid multi-attacker collision. The sub-motion along the LOS makes the relative distances and relative velocities between the attacker and the target consistent respectively, and the remaining time of the relative motion can be achieved simultaneously and accurately without estimating. The sub-motion of vertical to LOS makes the normal overload of attacker-target relative motion converge gradually and eventually converge to zero, which will not affect the uniform motion along the LOS, but also ensure that the relative motion trajectory is smooth and has practical significance.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: Firstly, the guidance laws in this paper are distributed, that is, attackers use the connected undirected communication network, only need the information of themselves and their neighbors, and do not need to know the information of all attackers. It should be noted that at least one attacker can observe the information of the target, while the other attackers can obtain the information of the target through the communication network and geometric relationship.
Secondly, the guidance laws in this paper can achieve accurate simultaneous hit. When the attacker arrives at the set time (terminal time), the relative distance between the attacker and the target is less than or equal to the killing radius of the attacker, and the relative distance between the attacker and the target is the same as that of other attackers. At this time, the relative velocity between the attacker and the target is the same as that of other attackers, so that the target is hit at the same time in the known time after the set time, which is the ratio of the relative distance between the attacker and the target to the relative speed at the set time. Attention should be paid to the fact that the normal overload of the attacker-target converges to a small amount, which makes the normal relative motion rotate around the target at a small speed, while the tangential relative motion becomes a uniform motion. Finally, the radius of the circle becomes smaller and smaller, and the normal overload gradually converges to zero until the precise hit.
Thirdly, the guidance laws designed in this paper are robust. When the relative motion of attacker-target is disturbed, the actual state optimization analytic solution obtained by minimizing the cost function produces errors. If the undisturbed optimization solution is continued to be used as the analytic solution, the error will accumulate. In order to deal with this situation, we use the real-time state value instead of the optimization value, and use the real-time value as the initial value to continue to calculate the analytical solution. Since the guidance laws are designed based on two-point boundary value problem and the condition of their starting and ending points is satisfied, the real-time value is used to reduce the error in the calculation process, and it can still converge to the end value.
Fourthly, the guidance laws designed in this paper are realtime. Variational method and other numerical methods used in previous research work can only design fixed trajectory on the ground first, which has a large amount of calculation and no real-time performance. The guidance laws are designed based on the two-point boundary value problem, and the analytical solution is obtained. It only changes with time, and the state at the beginning and the end of the guidance laws are determined in advance. The optimal solution path connecting the beginning and the end states is obtained by minimizing the cost function.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The problem statement is given in the next section. Section III and Section IV present the analyses of design of distributed guidance laws for multi-UAV cooperative attacking a moving target with known acceleration and unknown acceleration respectively based on the two-point boundary value problem. Numerical simulations are shown in Section V, the main contributions of the paper are summarized in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In the field of multi-agent system, the communication topology of a multi-agent system is described as a directed graph. Individual agent is treated as a vertex in the communication graph and the information communication link between two adjacent agents is modelled as an edge in the communication graph.
Take a multi-agent network consisting of N agents as an example. The directed graph G(V, E, A) is used to describe the communication topology, E ⊆ V×V is the set of edges and the non-negative matrix A = [a ij ] N ×N with elements a ij is the weighted adjacency matrix. An edge represents an information link between an ordered pair of nodes (i, j), which stands for node j to node i, in the communication topology G. Self-loops are not permitted in the communication topology, which means (i, i) is not allowed. A directed route from node i to node j is defined as a sequence of paths, (i,
A graph is called undirected if and only if there exists an edge (j, i) in E for any (i, j) ∈ E. This structure is equivalent to a spanning tree, which is a directed rooted tree that utilizes a directed path starting from the root vertex to connect every other vertex in the graph. When there are undirected paths between any pair of different vertices in undirected graphs, undirected graphs are considered to be connected; similarly, in directed graphs, directed graphs are considered to be strongly connected. Strongly connected graphs must contain a directed spanning tree, but not vice versa. In this section, we consider the TA scenario where N attackers intercept one maneuvering target in two-dimensional space in Fig.1 . Multi-attackers with constant speed are denoted as nodes V = 1, ..., N . For simplicity, we show only a geometry for the i-th attacker and its neighbors in Fig.2 . The relationship between the angles δ T , φ i andλ i is described in Figure 3 . Attention should be paid to the fact that the acceleration direction of the attacker and the target is always perpendicular to their respective velocity directions, that is, their velocity values are determined ahead of time and the direction is time-varying. In this paper, the speed of the attacker is always smaller than that of the target. The dynamic equations of the i-th attacker are given bẏ
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
where the subscripts i and T denote the i-th attacker and the target. V ri are the attacker-target relative velocity components along the LOS, and V λi are the attacker-target relative velocity components normal to the LOS. λ i is the LOS angle of the i-th attacker in the inertial reference frame, and θ ii+1 is the angle from the i-th LOS to the i+1-th LOS. The terms σ i and σ T are the heading angles of the attacker and the target. R i is the relative distance between the i-th attacker and the target, and r ii+1 is the relative distance between the i-th and the i+1-th attacker. ξ i is the bearing angle between the i-th LOS and the direction of the i-th attacker's velocity, while the term φ i is the bearing angle between the i-th LOS and the direction of the target's velocity. Positive constants V i and V T are the velocities of the i-th attacker and the target. The equations of motion for other attackers are similar. The derivative of the above formulas arė
where A T ri = −A T sin φ i are the target acceleration components along the LOS, while A T λi = A T cos φ i are the target acceleration components normal to the LOS. A Mri = A Mi sin ξ i are the i-th attacker's acceleration components along the LOS, while A Mλi = −A Mi cos ξ i are the i-th attacker's acceleration components normal to the LOS.
Assumption 1.
The graph G that describes the communication topology of the multi-agents system in this paper is directed and contains a spanning tree.
Remark 1. On condition that the multi-attacker group fulfills Assumption 2, namely, the target velocity V T , relative position R i and LOS angle λ i can be observed by i-th attacker, the neighbor attacker j of i-th attacker in the detection range (i.e. j ∈ N i ) can likewise access information V T , R i , λ i , the distance between itself and i-th attacker r ij and angle α j (Notice that α i = α j ) as illustrated in Figure 2 . Then, j-th attacker can obtain the relative distance
) pursuant to triangle cosine theorem and triangle sine theorem. The neighbor attacker k of j-th attacker in the detection range (i.e. k ∈ N j ) can similarly obtain the LOS angle λ k and relative distance R k . Following Assumption 1, all attackers can get relative distance between themselves and target and LOS angles.
IV. ANALYSIS
In this segment, we discuss how low-speed attackers can coordinate enclosing or shooting high-velocity target when the acceleration of maneuvering target is known or unknown, and work out two optimal guidance laws to attack or surround simultaneously. The issue of UAV that simultaneously attacks moving a target is dealt with using target-attacker relative motion's acceleration. The target-attacker's relative motion is split into two sub-directions: tangential and normal. The normal acceleration along the LOS can make the LOS angle's angular speed converge to zero, which can prevent the early conflict that is originated from varying the LOS angle in attack's procedure. The line's tangential acceleration can manage the relative distance between multiple attackers to be the same while they enclose the target, and can likewise manage the relative velocity to achieve the equivalent negative value, namely, the relative distance declines at the equal uniform velocity, so that multiple attackers can attack the target at the same time. Pay attention that relative distances R i , R j , speeds of attackers V i , V j , and speed of target V T are positive while defined.
A. Cooperative attack with known target acceleration
In this department, we discuss how multiple attackers can encircle or attack a maneuvering target with known acceleration together.
Since the attacker's sensor can usually obtain the relative distance R, relative velocity V r , V λ and relative LOS angle λ of the target, and the position and velocity of the attacker itself are known, the attacker can calculate the position and velocity of the target at every moment, and then calculate the acceleration of the target. Although the estimation will have errors and delays which can be compensated by the observer. Therefore, we first assume that the target acceleration information is known in the theoretical study, which is consistent with most application scenarios. In future research, we will further consider how to estimate the acceleration by the relative distance, relative velocity and relative LOS angle of the target.
Assumption 3. The acceleration of the target is known. Theorem 1. For the issue of multiple attackers that encircle or attack a moving target with known acceleration at the same time in formulas (1,2) and the information transmission network satisfies Assumption 1, the acceleration of normal and tangential relative motion can be contrived as follows
where t 0 and t f are respectively start time and end time.
Note that P 1 , P 2 , K 1 and K 2 are positive diagonal matrices, and their diagonal elements are P 1i , P 2i , K 1i and
N AV λf where A is the weighted adjacency matrix of attackers' information transmission network. Proof 1. Our aims are to find the optimal solutions R * and V * λ and their derivativesṘ * andV * λ of attacker-target relative motion states R and V λ based on the minimum cost function J, and to design the guidance laws A Mr and A Mλ by using the optimal solutions and their derivatives, so that the states can be controlled by the guidance laws and the optimal solutions can be obtained at all times.
The cost function J is
Considering that multiple attackers aim to minimize J, the Hamiltonian is
where ρ R and ρ V λ are N-dimensional column vectors.
The costate dynamics arė
To find the optimal inputsṘ * andV * λ of attackers, we differentiate the Hamiltonian inṘ andV λ and set the derivative to zero:
We derive quadratic derivatives of Hamilton function H to prove thatṘ * andV * λ can minimize J.
Therefore,Ṙ * andV * λ can minimize J to ensure that the attacker-target relative distance R and the relative velocity component normal to LOS V λ of relative motion converge to zero, thus completing the simultaneous attack of multiple attackers on a moving target.
The boundary conditions of this control problem based on optimization are
N AV λf where A is the weighted adjacency matrix of attackers' information transmission network, and the final terminal condition
By substituting formula (6) into formula (7), we obtain thaẗ
Based on boundary conditions, we design optimal solutions R * (t) and V * λ (t) of relative states which satisfies formula (9) as follows
Then, the derivativesṘ * andV * λ of optimal solutions can be designed as followsṘ * = −P
Using the acceleration components in formula (3), we can obtain that
witch means attacker-target relative states R(t) and V λ (t) can follow the acceleration components to find their own timevarying optimal solutions and satisfy the preset boundary conditions. The proof is complete.
Remark 2. Supposing that only the acceleration component A Mλ that is vertical to the LOS is managed, that is, the LOS angular speedλ = V λ R approximates zero, it can not make multiple attackers encircle or cooperatively attack the target. At this time, the LOS angular speed approximates zero (i.e., the normal overloadV λ approximates zero), which signifies that each attacker's LOS angle will not vary significantly before finishing the encirclement or attack task, and the trajectory is smooth, therefore effectively preventing multiple attackers' internal collision trouble ahead. It is significant to mention that multiple attackers do not hit the target necessarily at the same time, or the enclosure region is not ring-shaped.
Provided that just the acceleration component A Mr along the LOS is handled, in other words, the remaining distance between the attacker and the target along the LOS R(t f ) ≤ R c with the killing radius R c is consistent, and all attackers' remaining distances go down at the equivalent velocity V r (t f ), so that multiple attackers can encircle (the encircling region is ring-shaped) or together attack the target at T = t f + t c , t c = |
Vr (t f ) |. It ought to be mentioned that the normal overloaḋ V λ (t f ) is not of necessity zero, multiple attackers probably collide beforehand, and the trajectory is not necessarily smooth and may not own realistic significance.
In conclusion, both the normal and tangential acceleration components of the attacker-target relative motion along LOS should be controlled, the task of multiple attackers encircling or attacking a moving target simultaneously will be finished.
Remark 3. The guidance laws obtain the convergence time from the initial and final values of the states, and can complete the multi-attacker simultaneous attack task with fixed or limited time.
The guidance laws are designed based on the minimization cost function J, which means that the relative motion states of the attacker-target will obtain the optimal values at all times according to the guidance laws. The coefficient matrices P −1 1 K 1 and P −1 2 K 2 of the exponential functions are determined by the information of the beginning and the end of the states. When t 0 < t < t f , the optimal solutions of the states are time-varying and always converge to the terminal values of the states. The guidance laws contain the optimal values of states, which makes the guidance laws approximate to closed-loop feedback control inputs and have robustness. The terminal value of the state R converges to less than the killing radius R c > 0 and achieves consistency. At this time, the relative velocity components V r along the LOS is also consistent, and the normal overloadV λ converges to zero, then the relative motion along the LOS is uniform, and attackers can hit the target at the same time.
Remark 4. The guidance laws in this article are the attackertarget relative movement's acceleration components. Their essence are improved proportional guidance laws, namely, the first item of A Mλi in formula (3) is proportionate toλ i and the proportion is −V ri , and the other items can be regarded as correction items.
B. Cooperative attack with unknown target acceleration
In this department, we discuss how multiple attackers can encircle or attack a maneuvering target with unknown acceleration simultaneously. In this section, the target acceleration is unknown, but the change structure of the target acceleration is known, and its initial condition is unknown. Therefore, the current acceleration of the target is unknown. This is a common method to deal with an unknown target, which has certain practical significance. Although the maneuvering information of the actual target is unknown, the type of the target (such as aircraft or motor vehicles) is known. Therefore, we can assume that the basic characteristic structure of its motion is known. This approach is also in line with most of the actual situation.
Assuming thatȦ
which means it is an exogenous system, where s ≤ 0 is a known constant. It should be noted that when s is greater than zero, that is, the acceleration of the target does not converge to an upper bound with the increase of time. This situation seldom exists in practice because it does not meet the physical limits. Distributed disturbance observer is designed in the following formż
whereÂ T i is the target acceleration observed by i-th attacker. σ 1i and σ 2i , i ∈ V = 1, 2, ..., N are the observer coefficients to be determined later, and z i is the virtual state of the disturbance observer. When the guidance law is designed with the optimal values R * , V * r =Ṙ * , V * λ andV * λ satisfying the minimization of the optimization function J, the design of the observer likewise uses the optimal values. The following shows that selecting the right σ 1i and σ 2i , i ∈ V = 1, 2, ..., N allows the realization of consistency of R i , V ri and V λi , ∀i, j ∈ V = 1, 2, ..., N .
Theorem 2. For the problem of multiple attackers encircling or attacking a moving target whose acceleration is in the form of equation (13) simultaneously in formulas (1,2) and the information transmission network satisfies Assumption 1, the acceleration of normal and tangential relative motion can be designed in equation (15) along with the distributed disturbance observer in equation (14) whose observer coefficients satisfy σ 1i = cos φ i and σ 2i = − sin φ i , i ∈ V = 1, 2, ..., N.
whereÂ T λi =Â T i cos φ i andÂ T ri = −Â T i sin φ i . t 0 and t f are respectively start time and end time. Note that P 1 , P 2 , K 1 and K 2 are positive diagonal matrices, and their diagonal elements are P 1i , P 2i , K 1i and
N AV λf where A is the weighted adjacency matrix of attackers' information transmission network.
Proof 2. First, we utilize the cost function J and the Hamiltonian in formulas (4, 5) to obtain the optimal solutions that minimize J. Similar to the formulas (6, 7, 8) , the optimal solutions of R * and V * λ which satisfy the preset boundary conditions and their derivativesṘ * andV * λ can be obtained as follows.
When the target's acceleration is unknown, the guidance laws based on acceleration observation errorÃ T = A T − A T and optimal values R * , V * λ ,Ṙ * andV * λ are shown in formula (15) , and the derivatives of corresponding states arė
Then, we use a Lyapunov function V to prove that the observation errors of accelerationÂ T r andÂ T λ will not affect the convergence of the states.
The derivative of time for function V can be obtained as follows.
where
Note that observer coefficients satisfy σ 1i = cos φ i and σ 2i = − sin φ i , and conditions V * r =Ṙ * = −P −1 1 K 1 R * and s ≤ 0, we can obtain thaṫ
with positive diagonal matrices P 1 , P 2 , K 1 and K 2 .
Therefore, using the guidance law in formula (15) , multiple attackers can attack a moving target whose acceleration is unknown at the same time.
Remark 5. In formula (15) , the design of guidance law only uses the initial and final values of the relative state between multiple attackers and a target. The guidance law is openloop, which can not eliminate external interference, resulting in poor robustness. If the following piecewise guidance law of t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ] is adopted, the attack process can be controlled piecewise, so that information exchange between multiple attackers can be carried out, and the relative state of multiple attackers and the target at the time t k+1 can be averaged of relative state at t k , k = 0, 1, · · · , f − 1, f . When the relative velocity of the vertical LOS is zero, the relative distance between the multi-attacker and the target will be reduced to zero at time T = f −1
Vr(t k ) |), thus completing the simultaneous attack of multiple attackers against the target. The guidance law has a closed-loop form, which enhances robustness.
whereÂ T λi =Â T i cos φ i andÂ T ri = −Â T i sin φ i . t k and t k+1 are the initial and end times of t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ], respectively. P 1 , P 2 , K 1 and K 2 are positive definite diagonal matrices with diagonal elements of P 1i , P 2i , K 1i and K 2i , i = 1, · · · , N , respectively. The starting and ending boundary conditions of the relative state are
NĀ V λk , whereĀ is the adjacency matrix of the attacker's information transfer topology. The proof of this sufficient condition is similar to that of guidance law (15) .
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this segment, to prove the proposed guidance laws' effectiveness, numeric simulations for a multi-UAV simultaneous attack with known or unknown target acceleration are organized. Initial parameters are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 . In this example, the acceleration component of the target is known, that is, the acceleration component along the direction of the target velocity is zero (a tr = 0 km/s 2 ), and the acceleration component perpendicular to the direction of the target velocity is time-varying (a tλ = 0.1sin(10t) km/s 2 ). Then the acceleration components along and perpendicular to the LOS of the attackers are A T r = a tr cos φ − a tλ sin φ and A T λ = a tr sin φ + a tλ cos φ. Attention should be paid to the fact that the accelerations of the target and the attacker are perpendicular to their respective velocity directions, which means that the speeds of the target and the attacker are constant and their direction are variable. The initial speeds of the target and the attacker are V i = 0.7 (km/s) and V T = 1 (km/s). In this example, four low-speed attackers attack a high-speed target at the same time. The guidance law in equation (3) is adopted, in which matrices P 1i = P 2i = I N , t 0 = 0(s), t f = 15(s), R 0 and R f are listed in Table 1 . The initial values of costate parameters are ρ R (t 0 ) = V r (t 0 ) and ρ V λ (t 0 ) =V λ (t 0 ) based on equation (7).
A. Example 1: Cooperative attack with known target acceleration
Figures 3-12 depict the relative distance R, trajectory, relative velocity component along LOS V r , relative velocity component perpendicular to LOS V λ , input values A T r and A T λ , LOS angle λ and costate parameters ρ R and ρ V λ of four low-speed attackers to strike a high-speed target at the same time. The simulation time is 15 seconds. It can be seen from the figures that the convergence of normal overloadV λ to zero makes the trajectory smooth, and the angular velocity of LOSλ is zero before the final strike, which means that multiple attackers can avoid internal collision in advance. The component of the attacker's acceleration along the LOS and the component of the attacker's acceleration perpendicular to the LOS have small chattering near zero. The reason is that the corresponding velocity component of acceleration control is zero, that is, when the velocity chatters near zero, the corresponding acceleration also has a small chattering near zero, and the acceleration components contain trigonometric functions A Mri = A Mi sin ξ i and A Mλ = −A Mi cos ξ i .
B. Example 2: Cooperative attack with unknown target acceleration
In this case, the target acceleration is unknown and its structure is in equation (13) where s = −2. The initial conditions of this example are the same as those listed above. The guidance law in equation (15) is adopted, in which the parameters are the same as those listed above except t f = 8(s).
Figures 13-22 depict the relative distance R, trajectory, relative velocity component along LOS V r , relative velocity component perpendicular to LOS V λ , input values A T r and A T λ , LOS angle λ, costate parameters ρ R and ρ V λ , and error A T −Â T of four low-speed attackers to strike a high-speed target at the same time. The simulation time is 8 seconds. Similar to the above, the relative distance and relative speed of the attacker-target are consistent, and the simultaneous attack task can be completed in a limited time.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Distributed guidance laws based on two-point boundary value problem are designed in this paper, which can be used by multiple low-speed attackers to coordinate around or attack a high-speed moving target precisely at the same time. The acceleration of the target can be observed by an observer. At least one attacker can observe the information of the target, while the other attackers can obtain the information of the relative movement of the attacker-target indirectly from the communication network containing a directed spanning tree. The novel guidance laws can make the normal overload of the attacker-target relative motion zero, which means that the attacker's trajectory is smooth and meaningful. It can also fundamentally avoid the two difficulties in the design of multi-attacker simultaneous attacking target guidance law: calculation of the remaining time and avoidance of attackers' collision. In this paper, only the particle model of multi-UAV is studied, and its attitude control will be discussed in the future work.
TABLE II SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF THE TARGET
T argetx, km T argety, km σ T , rad 6.5000 0.5000 1.0472
